Whales 2018
February 1 – 4, Mulege
February 8 – 11, Loreto
Baja Bush Pilots
480 730 3250
www.bajabushpilots.com
Join the Baja Bush Pilots on their annual “Pet a Whale” adventure. Four days of fun,
excitement, whale petting, and this year, your choice of two places to base your adventure out
of, the historic Hotel Serenidad in Mulege or the four star hotel Mission in Loreto. Whichever
you chose, we will be doing the Whales experience
at Lopez Mateos, the camp that we believe to be the
best for its landing strip, number of boats, and the
abundance of whales in its lagoon.
For the past some twenty years that I have been
leading our Whales trip, almost all get a chance to
see these whales That some say are as large as
“greyhound buses” wrapped in Rubbermaid swimming all around them and most get to touch,
feel, pet, and even kiss one. The BBP will be thee and so will the Whales….
For those that are
looking for more, as
you now have your
choice of two trips
with different bases,
there is no end of
other activities
available. In Mulege and based at the Serenidad,
you get a taste of the real Mexico. From the
historic hotel there are side trips that could include cave paintings, fishing, and, not to be
missed, the historic and “real” town of Mulege with its restaurants, bars, activities on the
square, or, just people watching.
And if you do Loreto, it is the four star Mission hotel located on the waterfront as well as a four
block walk to the zocalo which is the center of most of the activity in Loreto. In addition, you
can rent a car and explore the surrounding area around Loreto.
So, you will pick your choice of trips when registering. We will confirm your choice and if one is
sold out, will give you the option to use the other.

Arrival will be different for both locations. If Mulege, you will check into Mexico prior to
landing Mulege. The BBP will not be doing your arrival paperwork but will be at the airstrip to
direct and assist your landing and parking.
If Loreto, as Loreto is an International Airport, we handle almost
all your arrival paperwork as well as your check-in procedures.
The people at the airport have opened up the facilities to us so
we control almost the entire check-in procedure that once
started, takes about ten minutes per aircraft to complete.
Your arrival day is wide open and could be the time to look through your packet, make plans for
the following day, take a dip in the pool, or, if in Mulege, be part of the arrival/landing unofficial
landing committee who will be greeting each arriving aircraft as well as judging the landing
skills of each pilot. (Yep, it is a scale of 1 – 10)
Still interested….
This is how it works for both locations:
In an effort to cut down on both air traffic and
boat seating, we send half over to the whale
camp on Friday and the other half on Saturday,
all flying from their home base across Baja to the fish camp and back. On the days you are not
doing the whales, there are so many things to do including exploring the area, gathering by the
pool, exploring downtown, pool time, and more.
The specifics for Mulege are:
Thursday:
Arrive, check in, and meet/greet others, watch others arrive, (land) and more.
Lunch
Dinner on your own downtown or….
Friday:
Breakfast then Whales or explore, etc.
Lunch
Street Party downtown Mulege (including dinner)
Saturday:
Breakfast then Whales or explore, etc.
Lunch
Don Johnson’s world famous pig roast (including dinner)
Sunday:
Breakfast
depart for home
For Loreto:
Thursday:

Friday:

Saturday:

Arrive, BBP handling check-in, taxi to hotel, meet/greet others, pool time or….
Lunch
All you can eat Pizza Dinner
Breakfast then Whales or explore, etc.
Lunch
BBP fiesta in front of hotel (including dinner)

Breakfast then Whales or explore, etc.
Lunch
Dinner on your own downtown or….
Sunday:
Breakfast
depart for home
Note: Package includes:
Room Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
Street party/Fiesta depending on location
Breakfast Friday and Saturday
Pizza diner (Loreto)
Pig Roast (Mulege)
And, a chance to visit with other pilots and friends with common interests.
Note, lunches are not included

If you want part of this Whales experience, fill out the registration paper and start thinking
about your Whales trip in February

